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Abstract: Diabetes mellitus (DM) with pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease if not educated regularly, there will be a high risk of drug resistance and even some anti-tuberculosis drugs. This study aims to identify anti-tuberculosis drug resistance in DM patients with TB in Manado City. The population in the study types 2 DM patients as amount 80 patients. Based on TCM/GenExpert examination from 47 respondents, there were 17 respondents positive multi drugs resistance rifampicin (RR). Sampling taking based on inclusion criteria, i.e., have had type DM for five years, had suffered TB MDR RR based on GenXpert examination as much as 17 respondents followed in the resistance test with Sputum TB culture and MGIT method. The result of the study showed that MDR DM-TB with MGIT method as followed is obtained from 17 samples, six samples (35.30%) resistance INH 0.4 mg and 1 sample (5.88%) MDR canamycin, and still sensitive INH 0.4 mg and camaycin is ten samples (58.82%). This study results could be used to program planning of prevention and controlling efforts TB-DM in this treatment obedience and regimen anti-tuberculosis medicine for MDR-TB patients.
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INTRODUCTION

The risk factors that cause TB to become MDR TB are HIV coinfection, malnutrition, and smoking. Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a chronic metabolic disorder caused by impaired function of pancreatic beta cells which causes progressive insulin resistance and chronic inflammation.1 Wan-Mei conducted the research in China on 2004-2007 got founding that MDR-TB is more highest on DM patients than non DM.2

Other studies have reported the association between diabetes and MDR TB, but the results were controversial, and their samples were not enough. In addition, there remains a paucity of information about the relationship between diabetes and various subgroups of primary DR-TB and clinical characteristics of TB-DM cases, especially in China, which had the second-highest burden of TB in 2017.2

Compounding the problem, increasing drug resistance also poses a grave threat to TB control it requires more sophisticated laboratory infrastructure. However, the development of Xpert/MTB/RIF, a real-time PCR (r-PCR) assay that can diagnose TB and detect rifampicin resistance concurrently has revolutionized the diagnosis of drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR TB). Very
importantly, in the same policy statement which emphasizes that DST for anti-TB medicines other than rifampicin should also be offered. Thus, along with TB diagnosis, drug susceptibility testing (DST) has become an urgent clinical requirement for a timely constitution of proper and effective TB treatment. However, TB diagnostic and laboratory capacity are still deficient in many areas of highly TB-burdened countries. It causes a crucial barrier to detecting human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-associated and drug-resistant tuberculosis.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

The population in the study are types 2 DM patients as much 80 patients with 46 respondents had comorbidities. Based on TCM/GenExpert examination from 47 respondents, there were 17 respondents positive multi drugs resistance rifampicin (RR). Sampling taking based on inclusion criteria, i.e., have had type DM for five years, had suffered TB MDR RR based on GenXpert examination as much as 17 respondents followed. The resistance test with Sputum TB Culture and MGIT Method. The tools used in this research include TCM cartridges, GeneXpert, and Bactec MGIT 960.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results of the research carried out can be seen in the following picture
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While data in figure 3 showed that examination results about MDR DM-TB with MGIT method as followed is obtained from 17 samples, six samples (35.30%) resistance INH 0.4 mg and 1 sample (5.88%) MDR canamycin, and still sensitive INH 0.4 mg and camaycin is ten samples (58.82%). TCM as tools which could existence *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* detection as soon. The sensitivity level of tools reaches 98.3%, and sensitivity is 99%.

The growing prevalence of TB-DM comorbidity worldwide has provided a new challenge to clinical management and health systems control strategy. It was observed that patients who have DM complicated with TB often experience delayed sputum culture conversion, increased risk of death and recurrence. What is more, the emergence of MDR-TB makes the adverse anti-TB treatment outcomes in TB-DM comorbidity even worse, which may increase the treatment-related economic burden, promote the transmission of MDR-TB, and even accelerate the generation of extensively drug-resistant-TB (XDR-TB).

The reasons for a higher MDR rate in patients with TB-DM comorbidity are not thoroughly understood, however, they may differ by different MDR type (primary or secondary). The combination of the impaired immune system in DM and bacterial genetics might be a reasonable explanation for primary MDR. It has been reported that poor glucose control is often associated with dysfunction of phagocytosis, reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, chemotaxis, and T-cell reaction in DM patients. On the other hand, MDR strains are shown to be less virulent due to heterogeneous mutations, and they are less likely to lead to secondary TB cases compared with drug-sensitive strains. Then the less fit MDR strains are more likely to flourish in immunocompromised DM patients, which leads to the higher primary MDR-TB in those patients. The situation seems to be more complex concerning the mechanisms of secondary MDR-TB in DM. Possible explanations include higher mycobacterial burden, altered pharmacokinetics of anti-TB drugs, and lower treatment adherence, which promote the selection of MDR strains by anti-TB drugs.

Drug susceptibility testing results were retrieved for 502 isolates from 490 patients. Ten patients had results for two isolates at different time points, and one patient had results for three isolates. Among the 490 patients with a DST result, 55.0 and 63.1% had resistance to pyrazinamide and ethambutol, respectively. Although these drugs are not used in regimen 1 or 2, the high resistance rates might be explained by easy access to antibiotics without prescription in Vietnam. HIV co-infection, positive baseline AFB smear, older age, and previous treatment with second-line drugs are the main risk factors for poor treatment outcomes in
our cohort, which were also observed in Estonia, Latvia, Philippines, Russia, Peru, and Ukraine. Malnutrition was common (57.8%) and a risk factor for poor outcome (OR: 0.81 for every 1 kg/m2 increase of BMI). Low BMI might be a consequence of severe disease and low socioeconomic status, which are well-known risk factors for poor outcomes in TB. On the other hand, studies conducted in Thailand and Fiji indicated that the death rate was similar in both TBDM and TBNDM patient groups. DM prevalence increased, and TB disease incidence declined, DM was predicted to play a significant and growing role in TB epidemiology.

More extended sputum conversion describes more drugs to which \textit{M. tuberculosis} is resistant. The effectiveness of second-line anti TB drugs in MDR-TB patients is best evaluated in the first eight weeks of administration. The TB and DM interactions potentially cause adverse impact by increasing each other’s complications, making diagnosis and treatment more difficult, worsening disease course and outcome. Current TB treatment and control levels in the public sector have led to lower levels of MDR TB prevalence than if TB treatment had been provided exclusively by private-sector clinics that do not follow effective TB treatment protocols. If DOTS had never been implemented and instead the private sector had expanded to cover half of the population, MDR TB prevalence would be approximately 33% larger in 2038 – rising from 32 per 100,000 in 2013 to 56 per 100,000 in 2038. MDR-TB, especially untreated MDR-TB, would rise rapidly under China’s current MDR-TB control strategies. Interventions designed to promote effective detection and treatment of MDR-TB are imperative in the fights against MDR-TB epidemics. Expansion of diagnosis and treatment of MDR-TB, even using current sub-optimal second-line regimens, is expected to decrease MDR-TB incidence at the population level significantly. Focusing MDR diagnostic efforts on previously-treated cases is an efficient first-step approach.

CONCLUSION
Only 0.4 mg IN and clindamycin can be used to treat TB in Manado City. This study results could be used to program planning of prevention and controlling efforts TB-DM in this treatment obedience and regimen anti-tuberculosis medicine for MDR-TB patients.
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